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•This evaluation uses the method and values called out in 
another presentation at this meeting
•This evaluation has 2 goals:

•Illustrate use of the evaluation method and the 
information it provides
•Provide useful information toward setting taskforce 
objectives

•I intend to run this evaluation, or a refinement of it, if one is 
agreed upon, on all channels provided to the study group and 
taskforce, and make the results available.



Simulation parameters used as recommended in healey_01_0111 
“Suggested practices of reporting simulation results”: 



3m and 5m cable channel Data
Provided by Mark Bugg, Molex

Color code



Backplane channel Data
Provided by Vittal Balasubramanian FCI
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Observations:

•The 5m cables from Molex appear to work, but the margins are 
thin and most likely, on board traces will need to be longer.
•One 5m channel fails badly.  I am told that it is a known cable 
quality issue.  Hopefully, it will be resolved before the spec is 
finished.
•Once again we see that short backplanes are not necessarily any 
easier than long ones.  All of the backplane channels which 
“passed” are “long links”.
•For all the channels evaluated, in channel effects, ILD noise and 
re-reflections, were worse than crosstalk.  
•We should be looking for channels which are near the boundary 
between “passing” and “failing”.  The channels evaluated so far 
meet that, with some “passing”, with little margin, some “failing” by 
a little, and only a few “failing” badly and none passing with much 
margin. 
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